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Abstract— Due to the increasing demand of high performance solar cells with low cost. A comparative 

study between the materials gallium arsenide (GaAs) material and silicon (Si) material takes place in 

this work for different places (Cairo, Alexandria, Aswan). It is shown that (GaAs) responds differently 

than (Si) at the same conditions, the GaAs module produced more power at due to its higher efficiency. 

Three approaches are applied, photovoltaic system PV Fixed System, PV with one axis tracking system  

,and PV with two axis tracking system to show the differences between them using (Si) and (GaAs) 

solar cells. Results show that energy produced by GaAs. PV system generates more energy than that 

produced by silicon PV. A comparison has done between the costs in case of Si and GaAs PV modules.  

Index Terms— Photovoltaic (PV) system, Gallium Arsenide (GaAs), Silicon (Si), Tracking System 

(TS). 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The decrease of conventional energy sources and the growing problem of environmental pollution, the 

research and utilization about the renewable energy, such as solar energy that have been concerned with 

more and more attention .[1] The efficiency of solar cells depends on many factors such as temperature, 

spectral characteristics of sunlight ,isolation ,shadow, and so on.[2] The photovoltaic (PV) generation 

can solve well the electrical power requirement in remote areas.[3] In addition, the photovoltaic grid 

connected system greatly eases the problem that the existing electricity supply system it has become an 

important supplement of the electricity supply in many countries.[4] The tracking mechanisms 

automatically move panels to follow the sun across the sky, which provides more energy. One-axis 

tracking is typically designed to track the sun from east to west. Two-axis tracking allow for modules to 

remain pointed directly at the sun throughout the day. Naturally, tracking involves more up-front costs 

and sophisticated systems are more expensive and require more maintenance. Systems using tracking 

have higher initial and running costs but their energy production is larger. [5]    

 

II. MATHEMATICAL MO+DEL. 

To calculate the solar irradiance at any time "t" during  a specific day "d" at a location of latitude" ",                      

  a mathematical model is given below. 

Sun–Earth Angles  

The energy flux of beam radiation on a surface with arbitrary orientation can be obtained by the flux 

either on   a surface perpendicular to the Sun rays or on a horizontal surface. The various Sun–Earth 

angles required to understand the solar energy received are as follows [1], [3]. 

Zenith Angle (𝜽𝒛) 
The zenith angle (𝜃𝑧) is the angle of the Sun’s ray away from the zenith direction, which varies from 0° 

to90°. When the Sun is either rising or setting the zenith angle is near 90° whereas [1],[3]. 

At noon it is equal to or very near to zero. The zenith angle varies throughout the day with the 

movement of the Sun. 

Solar Altitude ( ) 

The solar altitude ( ) is the angle between the rays of the Sun and the horizontal plane under 

consideration, [1], [7] 

                    ∝ +𝜃𝑧 = 90°                                     (1) 
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The altitude angle is zero at sunrise and sunset, whereas at noon it is near to 90°. The altitude angle also 

varies throughout the day with the movement of the Sun. 

Solar Declination (𝜹) 

The angle that the Sun’s rays make with the equatorial plane is known as the declination angle In other 

words, the solar rays hit our planet at a certain angle with respect to the equator; this angle is the solar 

declination. On any day, 𝛿 is taken as a constant which changes on the next day. Cooper’s empirical 

relation for calculating the solar declination angle (in degrees) is [1], [6], [9] 

 

                         (2) 

 

 

 

Where n= day of the year (1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 365) 

Hour Angle (ω) and day duration 

The hour angle is the measure of the angular displacement of the Sun through which the Earth has to 

rotate to bring the meridian of the place directly under the Sun, at sunrise, the value of ω will be 

maximum, and then it will slowly and steadily reduce and keep reducing with time until solar noon. At 

this point ω becomes zero. It starts increasing the moment after solar noon and will be maximum at 

sunset. The values at sunrise and sunset are numerically the same but have opposite signs. Which gives 

the time elapsed since the celestial body’s last transit at the observer’s meridian for a positive hour 

angle or the time expected for the next transit for a negative hour angle   (1 hour =15°) [1],[6].[9]. 

 

 

(3)                               

Hour angle on sunshine duration on surface horizontal [1],[9]. 

 

                     (4) 

Hour angle on sunshine duration on surface tilted by an angle 𝛽      

                                      

                                    (5)    

Minimum value between 𝜔𝑠   and 𝜔𝑠῝ [1],[9]. 

In summer time ωs  is larger than ωs῝  at this case be (ωs` =  ωs῝) and during winter the  ωs῝ >  ωs   at this 

case be  ωs` =  ωs  .  

                                                                                        

(6)     

bR
 is the Ratio between direct radiations on tilted 

surface and that on horizontal surface [10],[11] 

The solar radiation reaching the Earth’s surface through the atmosphere can be classified into two 

components: beam (direct) and diffuse radiation [1]. 

Beam radiation (𝐻𝐷): The solar radiation propagating along the line joining the receiving surface and 

the Sun. It is also referred to as direct radiation. 

Diffuse radiation (𝐻𝑑 ): The solar radiation scattered by aerosols, dust and molecules. It does not have 

any unique direction. 

Total radiation (𝐻𝐵): The sum of the beam and diffuse radiation, sometimes known as global radiation 

on horizontal surface. 

Solar radiation is energy received per (m2*day) and it measured always on horizontal surface it donated 

by 𝐻𝐵     (Kwh/ m2 *day). 

                                                                                

(7) 

The extraterrestrial solar irradiance (Kwh/m2/day) 

on surface normal to solar beams is constant and 

equal to solar constant 𝐺𝑆𝐶(=1.35 Kw/ m2) is given by [10] 
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                                                                                      (8)    

 

                                    

                                                                    

              (9) 

   

 

Where   is the ground reflectivity, it is assumed 0.2 for normal ground and 0.7 for ice covered areas.  

The total radiation for any inclined (inclination = β) with any orientation of solar thermal device (for 

east, south, west and north)  = – 90°, 0°, +90° and  for a given latitude φ can be evaluated using 

the formula [10]   

Characteristic of Solar cells 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig1. I V Characteristic For solar cell. 

The short circuit current  defined as [1], [11], [8]. 

 The load current I when V = 0 

Then Isc =IL                (IL   is current generated from light)  
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  G is solar irradiance  
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The open circuit voltage  when I = 0 and defined as [1], [8] 
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The power delivered by the solar cell output is defined as [1] 

   







 1TV

V

oL eVIIP                       (14) 

Maximum Power ( ) 

No power is generated under short or open circuit. The power output is defined as [1], [12], [13]. 

outoutout IVP *                                               (15)    

The maximum power  provided by the device is achieved at a point on the characteristics, where the 

product IV is maximum. Thus [1], [8], [12]. 

maxmaxmax *IVP 
                                         (16) 
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The climatic conditions of Cairo (30°N), Alexandria (32°N), and Aswan (24°N) are given in table 1 

these measured data 

 are used to obtain the irradiance G (Kw/m2) at any moment 

Table I: the monthly average values of HB, and KT for Cairo, Alex and Aswan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEMS 

 

Obtain the array size for each solution at fixed Tilt angle β=30 for Cairo, β=32 for Alex, and β=24 for 

Aswan 

Calculate energy production per array size using MATLAB simulation program. 

Compare energy production cost from each solution. 

 

A. Fixed system design 

 
Fig2. Block diagram of fixed panels system on grid system 

 

 

Aswan Alex Cairo  

KT HB KT HB KT HB  

0.65 3.9 

 

0.55 2.93 0.6 3.3 

 

Jan 

0.66 5.3 

 

0.56 4.0 

 

0.61 4.5 Feb 

0.67 6.8 

 

0.57 5.06 

 

0.62 5.7 Mar 

0.68 7.8 

 

0.58 5.86 

 

0.63 6.6 Apr 

0.7 8.9 

 

0.6 6.66 

 

0.65 7.5 May 

0.75 9.2 
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0.7 7.8 June 

0.75 9.1 

 

0.65 6.84 

 

0.7 7.7 July 

0.75 8.5 

 

0.65 6.4 

 

0.7 7.2 Aug 

0.7 7.3 

 

0.6 5.51 

 

0.65 6.2 Sep 

0.7 5.9 

 

0.6 4.44 

 

0.65 5.0 Oct 

0.67 4.1 
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0.62 3.5 Nov 

0.65 3.5 

 

0.55 2.66 

 

0.6 3.0 Dec 
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B. One axis tracking system design 

 

Obtain the size for each solution at Tilt angle changing every day. 

Calculate energy production per array size using MATLAB simulation program. 

Compare energy production cost from each solution.   

  

 
 

Fig3. Block diagram of Automatic Tracking System for One Axis on grid system 

 

C.  Two axis tracking system design 

   

Obtain the array size for each solution at tracking in one axis (when Latitude Angle constant and Zero 

Azimuth Angle Constantly (  = 0   )   . 

Calculate energy production per array size using MATLAB simulation program. 

Compare energy production cost from each solution. 

 
 

Fig4. Block diagram of Automatic Tracking System for Two Axis on grid system. 

 

 

Simulation Program 

 

MATLAB Simulation software is used to simulate the dynamic behavior of a system that is represented 

by a mathematical model. While the model is being simulated, the state of each part of the system is 

calculated at each step of the simulation using either time-based. A detailed simulation program is 

developed considering climatic conditions of Egypt. 
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Fig5.  Flow chart of Simulation program for the system design. 

 

 

IV. DESIGN 

This work is based on comparing the output energy of fixed and tracking system. and economic analysis 

on the basis that the photovoltaic Array Production energy (100 Kwh/day) in (Cairo, Alex, Aswan) in 

Egypt.  for both materials (Silicon and Gallium Arsenide) at the same conditions for used (Fixed 

System- one axis tracking system -two axis tracking system).  

For fixed systems, the tilt angle is equal latitude angle  

(β= φ=30 for Cairo, β= φ=24 for Aswan, β= φ=32 for Alex)  

 

 
 

Fig6. Comparison of fixed, one axis tracking, two axis tracking Systems using silicon material in Aswan 

Tilt angle β =24° for Fixed, one axis Tracking and β varies daily for two axis tracking (Aswan, Egypt). 
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The fig.6 above show curve of Monthly daily average energy produced by 1Kwp Silicon array installed 

in Aswan in Kwh per day  for Fixed system the energy increase from 4.689 Kwh/day on January till 

maximum 7.311 Kwh/day on June and decrease till minimum 4.265 Kwh/day on December, One axis 

tracking system the energy increase from 5.904 Kwh/day on January till maximum 9.95 Kwh/day on 

June and decrease till minimum 5.292 Kwh/day on December, Two axis tracking system the energy 

increase from 6.383 Kwh/day on January till maximum 10.58 Kwh/day on June and decrease till 

minimum 5.78 Kwh/day on December. So two axis tracking system produced the highest energy. 

 

 
 

Fig7. Comparison of fixed, one axis tracking, two axis tracking Systems using silicon material in Cairo.  

 

Tilt angle β =30° for Fixed, one axis Tracking and β varies daily for two axis tracking (Cairo, Egypt). 

The fig.7 above show curve of Monthly daily average energy produced by 1Kwp Silicon array installed 

in Cairo in Kwh per day for Fixed system the energy increase from 4.428 Kwh/day on January till 

maximum 6.227 Kwh/day on June and decrease till minimum 4.09 Kwh/day on December, One axis 

tracking system the energy increase from 5.551 Kwh/day on January till maximum 8.143 Kwh/day on 

June and decrease till minimum 5.067 Kwh/day on December, Two axis tracking system the energy 

increase from 6.171 Kwh/day on January till maximum 8.723 Kwh/day on June and decrease till 

minimum 5.559 Kwh/day on December. So two axis tracking system produced the highest energy 

 

 
 

Fig8. Comparison of fixed, one axis tracking, two axis tracking Systems using silicon material in Alex  
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Tilt angle β =32° for Fixed, one axis Tracking and β varies daily for two axis tracking (Alex, Egypt). 

The fig.8 above show curve of Monthly daily average energy produced by 1Kwp Silicon array installed 

in Alex in Kwh per day for Fixed system the energy increase from 3.986 Kwh/day on January till 

maximum 5.47 Kwh/day on June and decrease till minimum 3.696 Kwh/day on December, One axis 

tracking system the energy increase from 4.91 Kwh/day on January till maximum 6.939 Kwh/day on 

June and decrease till minimum 4.496 Kwh/day on December, Two axis tracking system the energy 

increase from 5.43 Kwh/day on January till maximum 7.806 Kwh/day on June and decrease till 

minimum 4.883 Kwh/day on December. So two axis tracking system produced the highest energy. 

 

 
Fig9. Comparison of fixed, one axis tracking, two axis tracking Systems using GaAs material in Aswan  

 

Tilt angle β =24° for Fixed, one axis Tracking and β varies daily for two axis tracking (Aswan, Egypt). 

The fig.9 above show curve of Monthly daily average energy produced by 1Kwp Silicon array installed 

in Aswan in Kwh per day for Fixed system the energy increase from 5.547 Kwh/day on January till 

maximum 9.095 Kwh/day on June and decrease till minimum 5.087 Kwh/day on December, One axis 

tracking system the energy increase from 6.789 Kwh/day on January till maximum 11.63 Kwh/day on 

June and decrease till minimum 6.196 Kwh/day on December, Two axis tracking system the energy 

increase from 

7.507 Kwh/day on January till maximum 12.59 Kwh/day on June and decrease till minimum 6.882 

Kwh/day on December. So two axis tracking system produced the highest energy. 

 

 
Fig10. Comparison of fixed, one axis tracking, two axis tracking Systems using GaAs material in Cairo. 
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Tilt angle β =30° for Fixed, one axis Tracking and β varies daily for two axis tracking (Cairo, Egypt). 

The fig.10 above show curve of Monthly daily average energy produced by 1Kwp Silicon array 

installed in Cairo in Kwh per day for Fixed system the energy increase from 5.242 Kwh/day on January 

till maximum 7.71 Kwh/day on June and decrease till minimum 4.881 Kwh/day on December, One axis 

tracking system the energy increase from 6.415 Kwh/day on January till maximum 9.63 Kwh/day on 

June and decrease till minimum 5.957 Kwh/day on December, Two axis tracking system the energy 

increase from 7.107 Kwh/day on January till maximum 10.56 Kwh/day on June and decrease till 

minimum 6.547 Kwh/day on December. So two axis tracking system produced the highest energy. 

 

 
Fig11. Comparison of fixed, one axis tracking, two axis tracking Systems using silicon material in Alex  

 

Tilt angle β =32° for Fixed, one axis Tracking and β varies daily for two axis tracking (Alex, Egypt).  

The fig.11 above show curve of Monthly daily average energy produced by 1Kwp Silicon array 

installed in Alex in Kwh per day for Fixed system the energy increase from 4.725 Kwh/day on January 

till maximum 6.875 Kwh/day on June and decrease till minimum 4.416 Kwh/day on December, One 

axis tracking system the energy increase from 5.737 Kwh/day on January till maximum 8.348 Kwh/day 

on June and decrease till minimum 5.352 Kwh/day on December, Two axis tracking system the energy 

increase from 6.326 Kwh/day on January till maximum 8.686 Kwh/day on June and decrease till 

minimum 6.033 Kwh/day on December. So two axis tracking system produced the highest energy. 

 

V. ECONOMICS ON GRID PV SYSTEMS 

The Table II below show Comparison between initial cost and cost per Kwh for different places (Alex 

fixed using silicon, Cairo fixed using silicon, Aswan fixed using silicon) 

The cost in case Alex is Co=0.036$/Kwh when not included land cost and increase to Co=0.076$ when 

included half the land cost and became Co=0.116$ when included the complete land cost ,The cost in 

case Cairo is Co=0.031$/Kwh when not included land cost and increase to Co=0.076$ when included 

half the land cost and became Co=0.1$ when included the complete land cost, and The cost in case 

Aswan is Co=0.027$/Kwh when not included land cost and increase to Co=0.058$ when included half 

the land cost and became Co=0.089$ when included the complete land cost. 

So Aswan is the lowest cost when included the complete land cost.  
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Table II: Comparison between initial cost, cost ($) per Kwh for Cairo fixed using silicon, Alex fixed 

using silicon, and Aswan fixed using silicon 

 

 

 

The Table III below show Comparison between initial cost and cost per Kwh for different places (Alex 

fixed using GaAs, Cairo fixed using GaAs, Aswan fixed using GaAs) 

The cost in case Alex is Co=0.081$/Kwh when not included land cost and increase to Co=0.098$ when 

included half the land cost and became Co=0.116$ when included the complete land cost ,The cost in 

case Cairo is Co=0.071$/Kwh when not included land cost and increase to Co=0.087$ when included 

half the land cost and became Co=0.1$ when included the complete land cost, and The cost in case 

Aswan is Co=0.062$/Kwh when not included land cost and increase to Co=0.076$ when included half 

the land cost and became Co=0.089$ when included the complete land cost. 

So Aswan is the lowest cost when included the complete land cost.  

 

Table III: Comparison between initial cost, cost ($) per Kwh for Cairo fixed using GaAs, Alex fixed 

using GaAs, and Aswan fixed using GaAs 

 

Aswan Fixed  GaAs Cairo Fixed  GaAs Alex Fixed  GaAs 
 

comparison 

341085 $ 341085 $ 341085 $ Initial cost when land 

cost=0 Co=0.062$ Co=0.071$ Co=0.081$ 

417170 $ 414899 $ 414231 $ Initial cost when land 

cost=0.5 Co=0.076$ Co=0.087$ Co=0.098$ 

493255 $ 488713 $ 487377 $ Initial cost when land 

cost=1 Co=0.089$ Co=0.1$ Co=0.116$ 

 

The Table IV: below show Comparison between initial cost and cost per Kwh for different places (Alex 

one axis tracking system using silicon, Cairo one axis tracking system using silicon, and Aswan one 

axis tracking system using silicon) 

 

The cost in case Alex is Co=0.07$/Kwh when not included land cost and increase to Co=0.097$ when 

included half the land cost and became Co=0.124$ when included the complete land cost ,The cost in 

case Cairo is Co=0.068$/Kwh when not included land cost and increase to Co=0.094$ when included 

half the land cost and became Co=0.12$ when included the complete land cost, and The cost in case 

Aswan is Co=0.051$/Kwh when not included land cost and increase to Co=0.072$ when included half 

Aswan Fixed  (Si) Cairo Fixed (Si) Alex Fixed  (Si) 
 

comparison 

111085 $ 111085 $ 111085 $ Initial cost when land 

cost=0 Co=0.027$ Co=0.031$ Co=0.036$ 

239223 $ 235398 $ 234273 $ Initial cost when land 

cost=0.5 Co=0.058$ Co=0.067$ Co=0.076$ 

367360 $ 539710 $ 357460 $ Initial cost when land 

cost=1 Co=0.089$ Co=0.1$ Co=0.116$ 
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the land cost and became Co=0.092$ when included the complete land cost. 

So Aswan is the lowest cost when included the complete land cost.  

 

Table IV: Comparison between initial cost, cost ($) per Kwh for Alex one axis tracking system using 

silicon, Cairo one axis tracking system using silicon, and Aswan one axis tracking system using silicon  

Aswan one axis (Si) Cairo one axis (Si) Alex one axis (Si) 
 

comparison 

323785 $ 323785 $ 323785 $ Initial cost when land 

cost=0 Co=0.051$ Co=0.068$ Co=0.07$ 

452035$ 448098 $ 446973 $ Initial cost when land 

cost=0.5 Co=0.072$ Co=0.094$ Co=0.097$ 

580285 $ 572410$ 570160$ Initial cost when land 

cost=1 Co=0.092$ Co=0.12$ Co=0.124$ 

 

The Table V: below show Comparison between initial cost and cost per Kwh for different places (Alex 

one axis tracking system using GaAs, Cairo one axis tracking system using GaAs, and Aswan one axis 

tracking system using GaAs) 

The cost in case Alex is Co=0.1$/Kwh when not included land cost and increase to Co=0.114$ when 

included half the land cost and became Co=0.127$ when included the complete land cost ,The cost in 

case Cairo is Co=0.095$/Kwh when not included land cost and increase to Co=0.108$ when included 

half the land cost and became Co=0.121$ when included the complete land cost, and The cost in case 

Aswan is Co=0.075$/Kwh when not included land cost and increase to Co=0.086$ when included half 

the land cost and became Co=0.096$ when included the complete land cost. 

So Aswan is the lowest cost when included the complete land cost.  

 

Table V: Comparison between initial cost, cost ($) per Kwh for Alex one axis tracking system using 

GaAs, Cairo one axis tracking system using GaAs, and Aswan one axis tracking system using GaAs 

Aswan one axis GaAs Cairo one axis GaAs Alex one axis GaAs 
 

comparison 

553785 $ 553785 $ 553785 $ 
Initial cost when land 

cost=0 Co=0.075$ Co=0.095$ Co=0.1$ 

629937 $ 627599 $ 626931 $ 
Initial cost when land 

cost =0.5 Co=0.086$ Co=0.108$ Co=0.114$ 

706089 $ 701413 $ 700077 $ Initial cost when land 

cost=1 Co=0.096$ Co=0.121$ Co=0.127$ 

 

The Table VI: below show Comparison between initial cost and cost per Kwh for different places (Alex 

two axis tracking system using silicon, Cairo two axis tracking system using silicon, and Aswan two 

axis tracking system using silicon) 

 

The cost in case Alex is Co=0.079$/Kwh when not included land cost and increase to Co=0.103$ when 

included half the land cost and became Co=0.127$ when included the complete land cost ,The cost in 

case Cairo is Co=0.076$/Kwh when not included land cost and increase to Co=0.1$ when included half 

the land cost and became Co=0.124$ when included the complete land cost, and The cost in case Aswan 
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is Co=0.059$/Kwh when not included land cost and increase to Co=0.078$ when included half the land 

cost and became Co=0.097$ when included the complete land cost. 

So Aswan is the lowest cost when included the complete land cost.  

 

Table VI: Comparison between initial cost, cost ($) per Kwh for Alex two axis tracking system using 

silicon, Cairo two axis tracking system using silicon, and Aswan two axis tracking system using silicon 

Aswan two axis (Si) Cairo two axis (Si) Alex two axis (Si) Comparison 

398785 $ 398785 $ 398785 $ Initial cost when land 

cost =0 Co=0.059$ Co=0.076$ Co=0.079$ 

527035 $ 523098 $ 521973 $ Initial cost when land 

cost=0.5 Co=0.078$ Co=0.1$ Co=0.103$ 

655285 $ 647410 $ 645160 $ Initial cost when land 

cost=1 Co=0.097$ Co=0.124$ Co=0.127$ 

  

 The Table VII: below show Comparison between initial cost and cost per Kwh for different places 

(Alex two axis tracking system using GaAs, Cairo two axis tracking system using GaAs, and Aswan 

two axis tracking system using GaAs) 

The cost in case Alex is Co=0.105$/Kwh when not included land cost and increase to Co=0.117$ when 

included half the land cost and became Co=0.129$ when included the complete land cost ,The cost in 

case Cairo is Co=0.101$/Kwh when not included land cost and increase to Co=0.113$ when included 

half the land cost and became Co=0.125$ when included the complete land cost, and The cost in case 

Aswan is Co=0.08$/Kwh when not included land cost and increase to Co=0.09$ when included half the 

land cost and became Co=0.099$ when included the complete land cost. 

So Aswan is the lowest cost when included the complete land cost.  

 

 Table VII: Comparison between initial cost, cost ($) per Kwh for Alex two axis tracking system using 

GaAs, Cairo two axis tracing system using GaAs, and Aswan two axis tracing system using GaAs 

Aswan two axis 

(GaAs) 
Cairo two axis (GaAs) Alex two axis (GaAs) 

 

Comparison 

628785 $ 628785 $ 628785 $ Initial cost when land 

cost=0 Co=0.08$ Co=0.101$ Co=0.105$ 

704937 $ 702599 $ 701931 $ Initial cost when land 

cost =0.5 Co=0.09$ Co=0.113$ Co=0.117$ 

781089$ 776413 $ 775077 $ Initial cost when land 

cost=1 Co=0.099$ Co=0.125$ Co=0.129$ 

 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

This research considered comparison for PV systems (Fixed system –one axis tracking system- two axis 

tracking system) using on grid system for producing 100Kwp for different places (Cairo- Alex- Aswan) 

and chose best system   

The criterion used in this research to determine the optimum solution is the cost of produced one-kilo 

watt hour. PV fixed panels system is Optimum economically among PV systems for both silicon and 
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GaAs, where it is less expensive to produce energy and more profitable, also in this system total cost to 

produce 1Kwh is about Co=0.074$ /Kwh for silicon and Co=0.083$/Kwh For GaAs in Aswan, It is the 

least cost price of production 1Kwh by conventional methods. so that GaAs have more efficiency than 

Silicon but cost of silicon is less than GaAs 
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